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an example of a hardware irq assignment would be the pci bus sensing of the integrated video
adapter and assigning irq 10 to the video adapter while a pci bus sensing the pci ide bus and
assigning irq 11 to the pci ide bus adapter. the hardware solution is the best for recovering a
resource conflict. there are a number of ways to resolve resource conflicts, but the most basic way is
to set the conflicting device to a new irq. figure 1-8 provides an example of where irq 10 is in use by
a pnp bios device, an isa adapter, an ide disk controller, and a usb host controller. figure 1-9 shows
where irq 11 is in use by a isa raid controller, an eide disk controller, and a usb host controller. the
device will be assigned to the free irq (slot) assigned to that bus type, and a list of conflicting irqs will
be displayed in the conflicting device list pane of the properties sheet for the device. resource
conflict caused by incompatible irq assignments. these conflicts may result from a prior attempt to
assign a non-shared irq to multiple devices, which prevents subsequent use of that irq by any
device. an irq is a resource that can be assigned either to hardware or software. irqs have an upper
limit of 4 (or 4 if the machine is older than 1988) defined in the 80386 (or 80486) specification. the
irq assignment number is encoded within the pci bus master bits. devices using irqs must have the
irq request line signaled. irq lines are not shared and each device must have its own specific irq
request line. these irqs are called hardware irqs.
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the sharing irqs option lets you view or change irq assignments made by irq steering. to change the
sharing level of one or more irqs, click the drop-down arrow in the irq column to disply an irq list or

click an irq to display the sharing irqs dialog. to view the irq assignments made by irq steering, right-
click the my computer icon, choose properties, click the device manager tab, and double-click the
computer icon at the top of the tree to display the view resources page of the computer properties

dialog, shown in figure 1-17. irqs that irq steering has assigned to pci are flagged with an entry
labeled irq holder for pci steering. to add a resource reservation, click add to display the edit

resource setting dialog, whose appearance varies depending on the type of resource you are adding
a reservation for. figure 1-18 shows the dialog for reserving an irq. use the up and down arrows to

specify a value for the resource to be reserved and click ok. you can reserve multiple resources in a
single session by repeatedly selecting resource type and adding reservations. when you finish

reserving resources, click ok to store the resource reservations and then restart the system to put
the changes into effect. if you want to release the reservation, click show resources to display the list

resource settings dialog, shown in figure 1-19. click release to remove the resource from the list, if
you are done with it. windows 2000/xp detects a resource conflict because the software is in conflict
with the hardware. by default, the system resolves this conflict by changing the resource assignment
of one or more devices. the new assignment may be to an irq not being used by other devices, which

is called a hardware irq assignment. 5ec8ef588b
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